
2019-09-27 Meeting notes

Date

27 Sep 2019

Attendees

Luigi Marini
Mark Fredricksen
Sara Lambert
Christopher Navarro
Maxwell Burnette
Rob Kooper
Todd Nicholson

Goals

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

Luigi Marini
Need to upload webinar videos and slide
Use slide template if you like or something else. I will share it.
Next week webinar

Todd Nicholson talking about phone app
Rob Kooper talking about simple extractors

Rob Kooper and I foudn this    -   CATS-1023 Heartbeat does not set EXTRACT as default extractor type DONE

Will make it into a hotfix
1.8 needs a couple PRs merged and then we can we branch
Sign up link from invites broken for when Signup is disabled

 Mark Fredricksen
 `develop` branch on bd-dev tests are broken

try call directly against clowder api
will share error log

Maxwell Burnette
2 PRs open. Extractor processing queues. Strongly type parameters
Would like to talk about space level extractor paramenters in the future

Will make a wiki page about

Rob Kooper
Got kebernetes helm charts to work

required update to mongo 3.6 (there is a PR for this)
had to get rid of the aggregators

not bring up clowder until required services have started (mongodb, rabbitmq)
made a docker image clowder-check. This can be run before the main container is started.

Renamed git repository `pyclowder2`  `pyclowder`
Fixed build so that pyclowder python3 docker images to actually build on python3

this was an issue with getting the tensorflow sample extractor
Kubernetes helm chart demo

Sara Lambert
Working on helm chart for elastic 2.4

Todd Nicholson
Phone flutter app demo

Currently allows users to take a picture
Will look at allowing user to upload image from disk
Doesn't currently support collections
Working on cilogon integration
no release date planned
Maybe you can add the app to the share menu
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